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Everyday life is increasingly regulated by complex 
technologies that most people neither understand nor 
believe they can do much to influence.

Bandura, 2001



code



We cannot afford to ignore code or allow it to remain
the exclusive concern of computer programmers and 
engineers.

Hayles, 2005



Programming is the sweet spot, the high leverage point in 
a digital society.

If we don't learn to program, we risk being programmed 
ourselves.

Rushkoff, 2010



The 4th R … 
provides an alternative to fact-based mastery
and proposes, instead, iterative, process-oriented, 
constructive, innovative thinking.

Davidson, 2012



How can we support young people’s!
participation as computational creators?







Tools do not specify how they should be used.
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agency



agency
selfhood

motivation

will

intentionality

choice

initiative

freedom

creativity



agency
able to define and pursue learning goals,

“to play a part in their self-development, 

adaptation, and self-renewal”

Bandura, 2001; Martin, 2004
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Structure is not to be equated with constraint
but is always both constraining and enabling.


Giddens, 1984
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How can learning environments
be designed to support computational creators

in the activities of 
designing, personalizing, sharing, and reflecting?


Within these learning environments,

how can structure be employed to enable,
rather than constrain,

the agency of computational creators?
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Setting #1:
Kids in the Scratch online community











1,068,950
registered members	  
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Methodological Approach!
"

observation"
field notes from five years of observing"
Scratch online community interactions"

"
interviews"

with 35 Scratch online community members



Background"
Introduction to Scratch"
Current practices"

Project creation"
Project framing"
Project process"

Online community"
Other people"
Other projects"

Looking forward"
Scratch"
Technology"
Beyond technology
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2,446,301
projects uploaded	  







identify (the source of) the problem

read through your scripts

experiment with scripts

try writing scripts again

look for examples that work

tell/ask someone else about the problem

take a break
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45%

55%

One project
uploaded 	  

More than one
project uploaded	  





What are all of the projects in the ‘Later’ folder?
Projects I abandoned because, you know, I didn’t 
know what to do.

But what if you really like your project idea?
It’s just sort of sad that way.

Interview with Connor
12-year-old Scratcher	  
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If you had to explain what Scratch is to one of your 
friends, how would you describe it?
It's a really good computer program built by MIT, which 
is a big university down in Michigan. I think. Right?

It’s in Massachusetts, but close.
Ah, close. And it’s really great to express yourself 
creatively. You could do anything with it. You can make 
video games, music, art, videos, anything. The 
possibilities are endless, no limitations, really.

Interview with Amy
12-year-old Scratcher	  
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large collection of projects
community of creators
open-ended design

lack of explicit guidance
not connecting w/interests

finding external support
resisting designer structure



Setting #2:
Kids in the classroom



How do we make computational creation!
accessible to more young people?



Telling stories

Requesting/offering resources

Asking/answering questions

Making connections









218,358 unique visitors	  

1,338,925 page views	  

4,905 registered members	  

151 stories	  

407 resources	  

2,327 discussion posts	  



But…











Won’t school destroy all of!
the interestingness that!
we see on the website?





structure



Homogeneity in activity!
Learning as individual process



Not all structure constrains.
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Methodological Approach!
"

action research"
developing the online educator community, "

organizing gatherings"
(meetups, webinars, conferences),"

designing resources"
"

interviews, artifact analysis, observation"
with 21 Scratch educators"

in-person and online participation
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How can a teacher deal with the open-endedness?
It would be good if the teacher feels that they can say, 
“Well, I don’t know.” Because there’s no way you’re 
going to be able to answer all their questions.  

I don't know how to do some things, but I feel OK as 
long as I can sort of know where to get help.

Interview with Marie
Middle-school and high-school teacher	  



How do your students feel about the open-endedness?
A lot of the time the kids want to be told how to do 
things. After a while, I say, “You know, you’re the 
designer. You’ve got to figure out what's OK and what 
details you want.”

It’s often the kids who are reluctant to be creative or 
reluctant to make a choice. That’s because they aren’t 
given opportunities to make mistakes, and they’re 
afraid that if they do make a choice, then I’m going to 
correct them and say, “Oh, no, no – that’s not right.”

Interview with Marie
Middle-school and high-school teacher	  
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How do you help your students see the relevance?
Everyone plays video games, you know? This is 
something that’s true now. It wasn’t always true, but in 
this generation, they all play games. Everybody plays 
video games, like every single person. Why wouldn’t 
you want to learn about that more and be engaged 
with that more?

So that’s my starting point. Everyone plays video 
games. You’ve all had experiences where you got 
addicted to a video game. How does that work – 
and how do you make one?

Interview with Todd
High-school teacher	  





teacher as guide
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teacher as guide

fear of not knowing
curriculum requirements

challenging expectations
identifying alternatives



data collection
thematic analysis

descriptive writing


design principles (forthcoming)
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sharing
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Two settings:



agency vs. structure 



!
What is the best of both worlds?
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